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MEXICAN AUTOBIOGRAPHY/LA AUTOBIOGRAFIA MEXICANA: AN ANNO
TATED BIBLIOGRAPHY/UNA BIBLIOGRAFiA RAZONADA. Compiled by
Richard Donovan Woods. (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1988.
Pp. 228. $39.95.)

Like the swiftly changing fields and subfields they chart, reference
materials on Latin America cannot be analyzed within a fixed set of
parameters. Recent evaluations of reference works have assessed them
via comparative quantification of published volumes, based on the as
sumption that what these works catalogue may indicate the scholarly
direction and significance of research fields. Individual projects may also
be judged for their clarity of purpose, the self-evidence of their contribu
tion to the reference materials literature, and their improvements over
previous volumes." But in the context of rapid international and trans
cultural expansion of the reference compendiums as a genre, methodo
logical rigor is difficult to define and still harder to apply. Furthermore,
whatever method standards are determined in assessing a reference
work, questions of cultural context, the compiler's ideology. and what a
volume reveals beyond (or despite) its stated objectives all affect the value
of an individual compilation.

The problem of determining examination standards applies to the
critique of reference materials from all countries. Yetchanging publishing
conditions in many Latin American countries-shaped by unpredictable
factors like the state of the national econom~ sudden political change, and
library accessibility-all call for different criteria of analysis than those
applied to U.S., Canadian, and European works. Reference materials
assembled in Latin America often reflect more directly a specific social
context than U.S. and Canadian works do. The items currently under
review, representing editors from six countries and a wide array of themes,
demonstrate that reference materials instruct not only in their stated
objectives but across the same spectrum of social and cultural circum
stances that characterize scholarly monographs in Latin American stud
ies. While this description fits all the volumes discussed, those from Latin
America are linked more explicitly to the time and place of their writing
than are their counterparts written in the United States and Europe.

Bernardo Eltzer's El periodismo politico durante la epoca militar (1976
1983) defies evaluation outside the sociopolitical context of Argentine
society in the 1980s. Although Eltzer has assembled a notable classifica
tion of journalistic items on military rule, the larger value of this reference
work lies in its testimonial and denunciatory quality, which evokes the

1. See Richard D. Woods, "Latin American Reference Books: An Underappreciated Genre,"
LARR 24, no. 2 (1989):231-45; and Peter T. Johnson, "Facts, Statistics, and Bibliographies,"
LARR 22, no. 3 (1987):253-70.
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political culture of Raul Alfonsin's presidency (1983-1989). Like earlier
works in this series, the thirteenth and fourteenth volumes are composed
mainly of entries describing newspaper and periodical articles, in this
case from the period of military administration known as the Proceso de
Reorganizaci6n Nacional. Organized alphabetically by name and subject,
notecard-style designations identify each article's theme and content. For
these latest volumes, articles were gleaned from only twenty-two publica
tions, fourteen of which are March 1976 issues of the Buenos Aires Diario
Clarin. By the standards of most U.S. and Canadian reference works, no
rigorous organizational structure is evident, nor does Eltzer explain his
method of compilation. He has nevertheless indexed thoroughly what his
series includes. For example, the subject register to the thirteenth volume
cites more than twenty labor associations and federations.

Eltzer's reference series is concerned with the sociopolitical frame
work of military rule but was compiled during the post-military period in
Argentina. What he has produced is a denunciatory testimonial, in the
spirit of the prominent journalist opponents of military rule, the protests
of the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, and the highly publicized courtroom
testimonials of the mid-1980s that helped convict Argentina's military
leaders.? The tabulation of military excesses in El periodismo politico as
sumes added significance when evaluated in the context of weak Argen
tine bibliographical literature for the recent past" and in the absence of
archival and other primary research materials as sources of information
on the period from 1976to 1983.

Francisco Jose Romero Rojas's Anuario Bibliografico Colombiano re
flects a different kind of bibliographical and cultural importance. This list
of all Colombian publications (registered by federal law) also charts the
foreign acquisitions of several important national libraries. The twenty
first in a series of anuarios begun in 1951, this well-organized volume
contains neither annotations nor subject index. Full bibliographic entries
are organized by topic and subtopic. The Anuario's four hundred pages of
entries attest to Colombia publishing more books than any other Spanish
American country except Mexico and being a major supplier of books
to other South American countries. Romero Rojas documents the wide
ranging enterprise of several well-known publishing houses, the best
known being Oveja Negra, publisher of Gabriel Garcia Marquez's fic
tional works and an impressive array of translated books.

2. See John Simpson and [ana Bennett, The Disappeared (London: Robson Books, 1985);
Horacio Verbitsky, Rodolfo Walsh y la prensa clandestina, 1976-1978 (Buenos Aires: Ediciones
de la Urraca, 1985); Jacobo Timerman, Prisonerwithout a Name, Cell without a Number (Lon
don: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1981); and Andrew Graham-YooU, A State of Fear (London:
Eland, 1986).

3. Hebe P. de Chocholous, "Argentina: necesidad de una bibliografia nacional," Inter
AmericanReview of Bibliography/Revista lnteramericana de Bibliografia 38, no. 1 (1988):11-28.
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A telling section on musical recordings reveals something about
the music that Colombians and other South Americans buy. The list of
recorded music for 1984 and 1985 underscores Medellin's ongoing impor
tance as a center for pressing records and recording tango music. Yet
without distribution statistics and other information on "how" Colom
bians listen to music, the information on recordings can provide only a
limited sense of a performer's popularity or the prominence of a style. The
listing of Duran Duran, Dan Fogelberg, and Sheena Easton, however, as
well as English-language song compilations that include "Llena tu cabeza
de rock 85" demonstrate the spectacular international dissemination of
popular music from the industrialized First World to South America. The
music category of this bibliography thus raises important cultural ques
tions-in this case, about the impact of the U.S. music industry. Similar
problems of cultural impact can be studied via the works listed under
science and technology headings, which reveal the influence of U.S. and
Canadian educational texts and suggest the crisis in scientific research in
Latin America.

Taken together with its antecedents, the Anuario for 1984-85 offers
a useful guide to the research literature in many fields. Listings under
"religion" and other areas point out that unlike recent trends in the
United States and Canada and earlier investigations in Colombia, few
authors have recently addressed themes related to liberation theology." In
contrast, many studies have concentrated on violence in Colombia.

No such emphasis on studies of violence is found in [osep Bar
nadas's Introducci6n a los estudios bolivianos contemporaneos, suggesting an
important distinction between the two Andean nations in the roles of
societal violence and how they condition research in many fields. Also,
the strength of Colombian publishing houses demonstrated in the Anuario
contrasts with the weakness of the Bolivian publishing industry; Bar
nadas's work itself, the finest reference work yet published on Bolivia,
was issued by a distinguished Peruvian publisher. The compiler also
reveals the pronounced Peruvian influence on Bolivian studies in fields
like archaeology, ethnology, and sociology.5

Introducci6n a los estudios bolivianos contempordneos cites more than
six thousand works, presents detailed discussions of the current literature
for each thematic section, and balances a review of Spanish-language

4. See Hannah W. Stewart-Gambino, "New Approaches to Studying the Role of Religion
in Latin America," LARR 24, no. 3 (1989):187-99; and Therrin C. Dahlin, Gary P. Gillum, and
Mark L. Grover, The Catholic Left in Latin America: A Comprehensive Bibliography (Boston,
Mass.: G. K. Hall, 1981).

5. David Cahill reviews some of the categories of Andean studies in which Peruvian theo
rists have influenced research directions and writing in Bolivia. See Cahill, "History and
Anthropology in the Study of Andean Societies," Bulletinof LatinAmericanResearch 9 (1990):
123-32.
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works with materials in other idioms (although it does not consider works
published in law, medicine, the sciences, and some other areas). Barnadas
adheres meticulously to his straightforward purpose-to overturn the
"symmetrical double ignorance" of Bolivian publications outside the
country and of foreign works within Bolivia. Although common to some
extent throughout Latin America, this "double ignorance" has reached
unparalleled extremes for Bolivia, partly because of the harsh financial
limitations facing Bolivian scholars in attempting to gain access to foreign
publications.

Barbara Valk's Borderline: A Bibliography of the United States-Mexico
Borderlands matches Barnadas's bibliographical skills but leaves no cate
gory unexplored. Valk's nearly nine thousand entries affirm the explosion
in recent research on the border region-in Mexico, the United States,
and elsewhere. Originally conceived as a computer database, Borderline
improves on several border-related reference works. 6 Like the Colombian
Anuario, Borderline embraces a variety of publication forms that include
maps, films, and unpublished papers. Section breaks are detailed. For
example, research works on flora can be found under the subdivisions
"Grasses," "Trees and Shrubs," "Succulents and Cacti," and "Ethno
botany." A larger heading of "Labor" distinguishes among material in
"Education and Employment," "Labor Unions," "Strikes and Lockouts,"
''Agricultural Labor," and "Bracero and Guest Worker Programs."

In contrast with this advanced organization of materials, Ulrike
Wolf's Bibliography of Western European-Latin American Relations is remark
able for its methodological ambiguities. It contains no delimiting sections
or subsections at all. A timid introduction informs the reader that this
work is a "fairly comprehensive" guide on "most" of what has been
written on this subject since the European Economic Community (EEC)
was founded, although some material "might be missing." In any case,

6. Like the variety of subfields in border studies, relevant reference works demonstrate a
comparatively high level of research on this region within the field of Latin American Studies.
Valk cites academic debts to Jorge Bustamante's Mexico-Estados Unidos: bibliografia general
sobre estudios fronterizos (Mexico City: Colegio de Mexico, 1980) and Ellwyn Stoddard's Bor
derlands Sourcebook: A Guide to the Literature on Northern Mexico and the American Southwest
(Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1983). See also Laura Gutierrez-Witt, "United States
Mexico Border Studies and Borderline," Mexican Studies/Estudios Mexicanos 6, no. 1 (Winter
1990):121-31; Michael C. Meyer, "The Borderlands: An Historical Survey for the Non-Histo
rian," Journal of Borderlands Studies 1, no. 1 (Spring 1986):133-41; Maria Patricia Fernandez
Kelly, "The U.S.-Mexico Border: Recent Publications and the State of Current Research,"
LARR 16, no. 3 (1981):250-67; Leslie Sklair, Maquiladoras: Annotated Bibliography and Research
Guide to Mexico's In-Bond Industry, 1980-1988 (La Jolla: Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies,
University of California, San Diego, 1988); Arte Chicano: A Comprehensive Annotated Bibliog
raphyof Chicano Art, 1965-1981, compiled by Shifra M. Goldman and Tomas Ybarra-Frausto
(Berkeley: Chicano Studies Library Publications Unit, University of California, 1985); and
United States-Mexico Border Statistics since 1900, edited by David Lorey (Los Angeles: Uni
versity of California Program on Mexico, UCLA Latin American Center, 1990).
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the work is rendered unmanageable by the jumbled assemblage of cita
tions. Moreover, Wolf overlooked recent efforts in several fields that have
broadened the conception of international relations to include issues of so
cial, cultural, and ideological contacts and influences, issues that bear di
rectly on the more traditional realms of economic and political interaction."

A considerably more informative and accessible reference work,
the Guia internacional de investigaciones sobre Mexico/International Guide to
Research on Mexico will also leave researchers grappling with methodolog
ical uncertainties. Its editors have produced brief descriptions of hun
dreds of ongoing research projects by scholars in many fields, a body
described collectively as "the only truly comprehensive multidisciplinary
inventory" of continuing research on Mexico. Nevertheless, the Guia
internacional is not all-encompassing. To reduce costs, the editors pub
lished their selection of research abstracts in Spanish or English but not
both languages (unlike the 1987 edition). In addition, the number of
investigators whose projects are described has dropped by some 30 per
cent, from 1,577 in the 1987 issue to 1,096 in the current volume. This
decline represents in part the elimination of research projects that were
judged to lack a strong social science or historical component, including
entire sections on literature and the arts and Chicano Studies, as well as
biological, marine, and physical sciences. The elimination of the 1987
category of "Chicano Studies" comes at a time when Borderline and other
sources have documented a strong increase in research and writing in
that field. 8

The Guia is divided into three principal segments: "Mexican Stud
ies," "Mexico and the World," and "Border Studies." Research summaries
are arranged alphabetically by author. Each numbered entry reveals the
researcher's institutional affiliation, starting and ending dates for the
project, funding sources, and the investigator's relevant publications.
Strengths repeated from earlier editions-including excellent indexing
and the volume's unique potential for "predicting" the direction of Mex
ican studies-are matched by continuing weaknesses. Once again, the

7. On recent reassessments of approaches to international relations in history see Edmundo
A. Heredia, "Historia de las relaciones internacionales: aproximacion bibliografica," Inter
AmericanReviewof Bibliography/Revista Interamericana de Bibliografia 38, no. 3 (1988):339-53;
Thomas G. Paterson, "Defining and Doing the History of American Foreign Relations: A
Primer," Diplomatic History 14 (Fall 1990):584-601; Emily S. Rosenberg, "Walking the Border,"
Diplomatic History 14 (Fall 1990):565-73; and Akira Iriye, "Culture," in ''A Round Table: Ex
plaining the History of American Foreign Relations," Journal of American History 77, no. 1
(June 1990):99-107.

8. See Alfredo Mirande, "Latinos in the United States: New Directions in Research and
Theory," Mexican Studies/Estudios Mexicanos 5, no. 1 (Winter 1989):127-44; Francesco Cor
daso, The New AmericanImmigration: EvolvingPatterns of Legal and Illegal Emigration; A Bibli
ographyofSelected References (New York and London: Garland, 1987); and Alex M. Saragoza,
"The Significance of Recent Chicano-Related Historical Writings: An Appraisal," Ethnic
Affairs 1 (Fall 1987):24-63.
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editors have not systematically reviewed doctoral research, possibly the
most important indication of academic trends. In general, the meth
odology of the Guia is less diligent than that of Valk's Borderline or Bar
nadas's compilation. Rather, the Guiaeditors relied almost entirely on the
cooperation of researchers who responded to eight thousand copies of a
mailed questionnaire. No data are offered on the forms returned, why
some replies were discarded while others were not, or why only 12
percent of the disclosures sought were entered in this reference work.

Joseph Arbena's AnnotatedBibliography of Latin American Sport: Pre
Conquest to the Present traverses national boundaries and five centuries in
presenting 1,379 entries ranging from sixteenth-century Mexican bull
fighting to baseball star George Bell as a Dominican cultural icon. Anno
tated citations describe books, articles, documents, unpublished theses,
and other sources relating to sport in Latin America. Arbena adopted a
broad working premise that considers sport, physical fitness, and recrea
tion "in terms of both individual and national development." The com
piler has framed this work within the bounds of the new social history
and more recent developments in cultural studies. Like Ulrike Wolf's
Bibliography, Arbena's Annotated Bibliography begins with a note of regret
about the few items originating from Latin America. By and large, however,
Arbena has covered the important Spanish- and Portuguese-language
literature through extensive research in the United States and visits to
several libraries in Central and South America (including the libraries of
many sports clubs).

Excellent subject and author indexes complement well-organized
section divisions entitled "Theory and History;" "Indigenous Traditions,"
"Iberian Background," "Colonial Era," and "National Period" (by coun
try) as well as "Current Latin American Sports Periodicals" and "His
panic Sports and Sportsmen in the United States." Because the last
named category is concerned mainly with Latin Americans and Hispanic
Americans in professional sports, the term sportsmen is perhaps more
acceptable than it might be in other circumstances, given that the culture
and sociology of the Latino sports hero in North America has excluded
women, just as this heading excludes women athletes. Readers may find
more difficult to accept the small handful of items relating to women
listed in other sections. Despite the assortment of materials presented
(including poetry prose, and newspaper editorials), Arbena might have
gone further in his attempt to consider sport in a broad cultural, social,
and political context. For example, the "Theory and History" section
contains only one Spanish-language entry."

Arbena's innovative section on Latin Americans in U.S. and Cana-

9. Gerhad Vinnai, El [uibol como ideologfa, translated by Leon Mames, 3d ed. (Mexico City:
Siglo Veintiuno, 1986 [1974]).
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dian sports venues stretches the "border" of the region physically and
conceptually. The compiler introduces a selection of works on the related
themes of immigrants, race, and sports heroism in the United States,
including annotations of materials on Roberto Clemente, Rod Carew, and
Fernando Valenzuela as well as on race and class in some Latin American
sporting locales. Because of this approach, Arbena might have docu
mented in the theory and history section key studies in the theoretical
literature on race and professional sports in the United States."? In a
second parallel with Ulrike Wolf's Bibliography, Arbena's compendium
cannot resolve many research questions on the themes he has raised. Yet
in the latter case, this limitation results not from bibliographic oversights
but from Arbena's skillful identification (through his selection of materials
for inclusion) of areas in the literature not yet well-documented. No
literature for Latin American immigrant groups compares with that on
European immigrant communities in the United States in terms of the
centrality of sport to communal life.!! Additionally, Arbena's directory
shows that few studies have highlighted the mass following of short
distance sprinters in Jamaica, from Donald Quarrie to Ben Johnson, as
expressed in music, folklore, and other popular forms.

Richard Donovan Woods's Mexican Autobiography/La autobiografia
mexicana adopts a directed approach to a genre of writing that the com
piler believes has fixed categories of evaluation, making this study the
most narrowly focused of the works reviewed. Like Arbena, Woods has
broken new ground in assembling a reference work around a topic not
previously well-conceived or well-understood. No reference works had
addressed autobiography as a genre in Spanish America, and only two
monographic studies and one anthology had appeared on the subject.F

10. Although the sociological and historical literature on Hispanics in U.S. and Canadian
professional sports remains small, some of the important theoretical examinations of Afro
Americans in sport are directly relevant to the professional careers of Latin American migrants
and the literature on them. For example, the careers of boxers Roberto Duran, "Panama" Al
Brown, and Eligio "Kid Chocolate" Sardinas are explained in part by two theoretical works:
Al-Tony Gilmore, "Jack Johnson, the Man and His Times," Journal of Popular Culture6, no. 3
(1973):496-506; and William H. Wiggins, Jr., "Jack Johnson as Bad Nigger: The Folklore of His
Life," Black Scholar 2, no. 5 (Jan. 1971):4-19.

11. Reference works on immigrant communities in Latin America also give little evidence
of the role sport played in daily life. See, for example, Centro de Documentacion e Informa
cion sobre [udaismo Argentino "Marc Turkow," Bibliograffa temaiica sabre iudaismo argentino
4: el movimientoobrero [udioen laArgentina, vols. 1-2 (Buenos Aires: Asociacion Mutual Isra
elita Argentina, 1987); and Dionisio Petriella, Lositalianos en la historia de laculturaargentina
(Buenos Aires: Asociacion Dante Alighieri, 1979). The recurrence of sports associations in a
recent listing of Argentine ethnic organizations hints at the prominence of sport in immi
grant communities. See Rosa Majian, Guia de las colectividades extranjeras en la Republica Ar
gentina, vol. 1, Europa occidental (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales, 1988).

12. Adolfo Prieto, Laliteratura autobiogrdiia: argentina (Buenos Aires: J.Alvarez, 1966);Gabriela
Mora, "Mariano Picon Salas autobiografico: una contribucion al estudio del genero autobiogra
ficoen Hispanoamerica." thesis, Smith College, 1971;and Raymundo Ramos, Memorias yautobio
grafias deescritores mexicanos (Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1967).
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From this lack of reference studies, Woods concludes that autobiography
is either "infrequently cultivated among the Spanish-speaking" or rarely
recognized in reference works or scholarly monographs. This inference
discounts autobiography in a variety of forms-perhaps neither recog
nized as autobiography in reference works nor "cultivated" as such but
nevertheless representing important autobiographical literary traditions
in Latin America.

The absence of reference materials on autobiography seems irrel
evant to the significance of autobiography as history in monographic and
scholarly studies that transcend the category of partisan memoirs. From a
range of ideological perspectives, Sebastian Marotta and Carlos Ibar
guren of Argentina, Guillermo Lora of Bolivia, and Jose Carlos Mariategui
of Peru have all written the histories of their countries through "life
writing."13 Also, "cultivated" by two generations of U.S. anthropologists,
Spanish speakers in the hemisphere from "Don Taso" Zayas Alvarade to
Domitila Barrios de Chungara, Rigoberta Menchu, and other women
chroniclers have all portrayed the conditions in their communities in vital
autobiographical statements. Woods recognizes the latter category in a
section entitled "oral autobiographies," although he maintains that his
torical and oral autobiography are not adequately appreciated.t!

Woods's effort to quantify is unconvincing. Comparing the writing
of autobiography in Mexico with other genres as well as with the number
of autobiographies published in the United States, Woods concludes that
autobiography is an "underrated" genre and that Mexican culture"appar
ently does not encourage life writing...." Yet Woods has identified 332
works and classified them into six subtypes of autobiography. He insists
that one type, the ego-satisfying memoir, is particularly "Mexican" be
cause its characteristics harmonize with the "Mexican personality." What
distinguishes the "Mexican memoir" from the Honduran, Venezuelan, or
Canadian equivalents remains unclear, however. Woods's meticulous ap
proach is better reflected in his detailed and easily applied indexing
system. Readers can search for entries by author, title, translation, sub
ject, profession of autobiographer, genre of autobiography, and chronol
ogy. Moreover, items in Mexican Autobiography are presented in both
Spanish and English, as is the work's introduction.

13. Guillermo Lora, A History of the Bolivian Labour Movement, 1848-1971 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1977); Sebastian Marotta, El movimiento sindicalargentina: su
genesisy desarrollo, vols. 1 and 2 (Buenos Aires: Lacio, 1960-61); Carlos Ibarguren, Lahistoria
que he vivido (Buenos Aires: Peuser, 1954); and Jose Carlos Mariategui, Historia de la crisis
mundial:conferencias (aiioe 1923 y 1924) (Lima: AMAUTA, 1959).

14. Domitila Barrios de Chungara, Si me permiten hablar (Mexico City: Siglo Veintiuno,
1978); Rigoberta Menchu, I, Rigoberta Menchu, an Indian Woman in Guatemala (London:
Verso, 1984); and Sidney Mintz, Worker in the Cane: A PuertoRican LifeHistory (New Haven,
Conn.: YaleUniversity Press, 1960).
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Partly because of Woods's specificity of definitions and his care in
assembling this reference work, compiler's ideology is a strong determi
nant of content-more so perhaps than in other works reviewed here.
Individual citations reflect Woods's unexplicit notions of autobiographical
genre cultivation and the memoir as a reflection of the Mexican character.
His evident disdain for reformist and revolutionary tendencies in Mex
ican politics at times relegates a number of valuable autobiographical
works to marginal status. Woods's editorial remarks often disregard the
multiplicity of interests that a work might generate among researchers, in
contrast to the sensitivity to the potential breadth of readership exhibited
by Arbena, Barnadas, and Valko Some social historians, cultural anthro
pologists, and literary deconstructionists will recoil at Woods's tendency
to find fault with any autobiographer's exclusion of what the compiler
deems essential to a subject's life or to autobiography as a genre. For
example, Woods states that Graciana Alvarez del Castillo's life writing is
"eroded by I costumbristic' Mexico and nostalgia" and that the memoirs of
Alfonso de Icaza, "more than autobiography; are a biography of the
cultural life of Mexico."

No such misgivings are inspired by French and Spanish Records of
Louisiana. Henry Putney Beers's authoritative bibliographical guide to
French and Spanish archive and manuscript sources pertaining to colo
nial Louisiana reflects a wealth of knowledge accumulated during the
author's career as an archivist at the National Archives of the United
States and a historian for the U.S. Departments of State and the Navy.
Like Arbena and Valk, Beers has expanded the conceptual and geograph
ical boundaries of Latin America. His scholarly monograph on the history
and academic value of relevant research materials addresses the region
that is now defined as Mississippi, Alabama, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Louisiana. Beers aptly chose a system of regional chapter divisions that
affords researchers efficient access to document collections and their de
scriptions. Beyond explaining the locations and potential uses of land
records, ecclesiastical documents, military rolls, cabildo archives, and
many other sources, Beers provides an administrative and political his
tory of how institutions and governments have managed the archive
collections he cites since the early nineteenth century. A bibliography of
hundreds of titles on archival and manuscript holdings completes this
impressive publication.

Kenneth Grieb's Central America in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries reflects erudition and scholarship equivalent to French and Span
ish Records. Yet Grieb has chosen to impose standards on his compilation
that limit the scope of his reference work. He intended Central America to
provide a "broad but selective" guide to books dealing with Central
America since the wars for independence. Yet as is the case with Woods's
compilation, what has been left out of this edited study will intrigue
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investigators: periodical publications of all kinds, books not issued in
"typeset form in bound volumes," and most items not issued by trade and
scholarly publishers. Thus the compiler's definition of what constitutes
notable scholarship disregards many important types of Latin American
publications. Stapled, typed, and other formats reflect financial and other
restrictions, but they by no means preclude the content's quality or
scholarly relevance. Despite Grieb's care in seeking out and annotating
hundreds of items for this compendium, his rigorous standards for listing
represent the imposition of U.S. and Canadian publishing standards on
hundreds of potentially valuable works from Central America.

While researchers will judge Central America in the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries on the basis of its helpfulness in identifying a body of
literature, the diversity of reference works published demonstrates that
no uniform set of guidelines can be applied in assessment or categoriza
tion. Regional differentiations might focus on country or geographical
zones, but reference work categories could also be determined by link
ages to the United States or a work's capacity to expand the conceptual or
geographical boundaries of more traditional definitions of Latin America.
As is true of scholarly works generall~ it is impossible to separate the
relevance or quality of a reference work from the emphasis and ideologi
cal orientation of its compiler or editors.

A range of factors can determine whether a work will prove a
lasting addition to a library's reference section. The editors of the Guia
lntemacional de Investigaciones sobre Mexico have compiled their study for
short-term use. Their plans to produce a revised volume makes this work
of immediate value only. In contrast, the scope and depth of French and
Spanish Records, Central America in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,
and Borderline suggest that they are unlikely to be improved on in the near
future within the bounds of their defined objectives, except for Barbara
Valk's volume, which is being updated constantly by UCLA's computer
facilities. EI periodismo politico durante la epoca militar (1976-1983) will also
prove useful in the longer term, in part because of Eltzer's meticulous
review of periodical sources and the work's cultural relativity and because
it is unlikely that another compiler will tackle this particular topic. The
enduring quality of the Anuario Bibliognifico Colombiano also inheres in its
thoroughness in reviewing a specific category of materials and in the
cultural relativity of the works presented. More difficult to evaluate for
their potential lasting quality are the works of Arbena, Barnadas, and
Woods. Each makes an important contribution to the literature of refer
ence works, but each is also subject to improvement and new interpreta
tions of its chosen themes.
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available atbookstores or from
THE UNIVERSITY OF

NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
Post Office Box 2288 • Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2288

BY JOHN D. FRENCH

/IF rench's pioneering study of
worker politics in the heavily
industrialized ABC region of sao
Paulo challenges prevailing
assumptions about the origins
and impact of populist alliances
in Brazil. His carefully crafted
account of worker struggles and
government policies raises the
discussion of labor and populism
to anew level of sophistica
tion."-Barbara Weinstein

approx. 370 pp., $47.50 cloth,

$18.95 paper

~ Center for latin American Studies
INew Titlesl

• Toward Socia-Criticism: "Luso-Brazilian Literatures"
Edited and with introduction by Roberto Reis, University of Minnesota. Summer
1991. ISBN: 0-87918-074-9. Selected essays. Revision of the canons of Lusophone
literature (Brazilian-Portuguese and Afro-Portuguese). In Portuguese and En
glish. Price: $25.00.

• Celsa's World: Conversations with a Mexican Peasant Woman
ByThomas C. Tirado, Millersville University ofMillers ville, Pennsylvania. January
1991. ISBN: 0-87918-073-0. Special Studies no. 27. Ethnography, oral history.
Informant and narrator is a middle-aged woman in a village south of Mexico City.
Topics covered: social mores, economics, politics, personal relationships. Price:
$14.95 .

• The Struggle for Legitimacy: Latin American Labor and the
United States, 1930-1960
ByJon V. Koras, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. Fall 1991. ISBN: 0-87918
071-4. Economics, history. Analysis of domestic and foreign dynamics of Latin
American labor movements from the Good Neighbor Policy to Cuban Revolution
and Alliance for Progress.

We weJc01H4 "" dMIJ",iU4tuf, 0/~
Center for latin American Studies, ASU, Tempe, AZ 85287-2401

Phone: (602) 965-5127, FAX: (602) 965-6679
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DEATH WITHOUT
WEEPING
TH EVIOLENCE
OF EVERYDAY LIFE
IN BRAZIL
NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES
"An astonishingly brilliant, moving,
vast, and compassionate book."

-Sara Ruddick, author of
Maternal Thinking

Setin the celebratedparched landsof
Northeast Brazil, this is a luminously
written, "womanlyhearted" account
of the everyday experience of scar
city, sickness,and death that centers
on the lives of the women and chil
dren of a hillsidefavela.
$29.00 cloth, 550 pages, illustrated

THE EPICOF
LATIN AMERICA
FOURTH EDITION
JOHNA.CROW
"Thebestbook on LatinAmerica that
I have encountered during my forty
years experience." -Hugh Gibson,

former U.S. Ambassador to Brazil
"It is all one swift,clear adventure in
reading, peopled by human beings
and not mere types, alive on every
page." - The Los Angeles Times
$55.00 cloth, $18.00 paper,992 pages

VALE OF TEARS
REVISITING THE CANUDOS
MASSACRE IN
NORTHEASTERN BRAZIL
1893-1897 '
ROBERT M. LEVINE
The massacre of Canudos in 1897 is
a pivotal episode in Brazilian social
history.Lookingat the eventthrough
the eyes of the inhabitants, Levine
challenges traditionalinterpretations
and gives weightto the fact that most
of the Canudenses were of mixed
raced descent and were thus per
ceivedas opponents to progressand
civilization.
$45.00 cloth, 324 pages

FAMILVAND
FRONTIER IN
COLONIAL
BRAZIL
SANTANA DE PARNAIBA
1580-1822 '
ALIDA C. METCALF
Colonial families in theBrazilian town
of Santana de Parnaiba lived on the
fringe of settlement in a vast and
perilous continent. In her revealing
communityhistory,Metcalf tellshow
these settlers pursued family strate
gies that adapted European custom
to the American environment.
$40.00 cloth, 312 pages, illustrated
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At bookstores or ordertoll-free 1-800-822-6657. Visa& MasterCard only.

UNIVERSITYOFCALIFORNIA PRESS

COLUMBUS AND
THE ENDS OF
THE EARTH
EUROPE'S PROPHETIC
RHETORIC AS CONQUERING
IDEOLOGY
DJELAL KADIR
"A brilliant, innovative reading of
Columbus and the colonization
ideology." -Julio Ortega,

Brown University
"A brilliantly original imaginative re
construction of the mental climate
that spawnedthe heroesof the ageof
discovery." -Hayden White,
University of California, SantaCruz
$30.00 cloth, 236 pages

THE EARLY
SPANISH MAIN
CARL ORTWIN SAUER
WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY
ANTHONY PAGDEN
The history of Columbus's voyages
hasbeentoldmanytimes. ButSauer's
book isstillthe onlywork to provide
a narrative of the voyages and of the
colonizing ventures that followed
them, and also an exploration of
theirimpacton thepeoples, the flora,
and the fauna of the Americas.
$40.00 cloth, $16.00 paper,320 pages,
illustrated

MEXICAN
BALLADS,
CHICANO POEMS
HISTORYAND INFLUENCE
IN MEXICAN-AMERICAN
SOCIAL POETRY
JOSE E. LIMON
"Limon isoneofour mostinteresting
and important commentators on
Chicano culture.... Will help
strengthenan importantstyle ofhis
torically and politically account
able cultural analysis."

-Michael M.j. Fischer,
co-author of Debating Muslims

The New Historicism: Studiesin Cultural
Poetics
$38.00 cloth, $15.00 paper,272 pages

COCAINE
POLITICS
DRUGS, ARMIES, AND THE
CIA IN CENTRAL AMERICA
PETERDALE SCOlT AND
JONATHAN MARSHALL
New in paper-"[This] account of
the various interlocking connections
betweentheContras, Manuel Noriega
in his earlier incarnation as CIA
henchman and the agency itself is
unlikely to be bettered soon."

-New York Newsday
$13.00 paper,386 pages
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Princeton

Modern Political

Economy and

Latin America,

DEBT, 1965-1985

DEVELOPMENT,
& DEMOCRACY

JEFFRY A. FRIEDEN

Illuminating the dynamics of political
change in Latin America during the twenti
eth century, this ambitious work traces
the impact of a "critical juncture": a pe
riod of fundamental political reorientation
in which countries are set on distinct
trajectories of change.The authors focus
on eight Latin American nations, showing
how national leaders sought to impose a
new political and institutional framework
on working-class politics.

"This work is a tour de force. It
will not only be one of the most
important books on Latin America
in the next decade, but will also be
a major landmark in comparative
politics and political development."
-Robert Kaufman, Rutgers University
Paper: $19.95 ISBN 0-691-02313-1
Ooth: $75.00 ISBN 0-691-07830-0

In the 1970s and 1980s the countries
of Latin America deatt with their similar

debt problems in very different ways
ranging from militantly market-oriented

approaches to massivestate intervention
in their economies-while their political
systems headed toward either democracy
or authoritarianism. Applying the tools of
modern political economy to a develop
ing-country context Jeffry Frieden
analyzes the different patterns of national
economic and political behavior that arose
in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and

Venezuela
Cloth: $29.95 ISBN 0-691-07899-8
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Popular Voices in Latin
American Catholicislll

Daniel H. Levine
Throughout Latin America, observers and activists have found in religion a promise of

deep and long-lasting democratization. But for religion to change culture and politics, re
ligion itself must change. Combining rich interviews and community studies in Venezuela

and Colombia with analysis of broad ideological and institutional transformations, Daniel
Levine examines how religious and cultural change begins and what gives it substance
and lasting impact.
Studies in Church and State; John F. Wilson. editor
Paper. $18.95 ISBN 0-691-02459-6 Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-08754-7

Guerrillas and Revolution
in Latin America

A Comparative Study of Insurgents and Regimes since 1956
Timothy P. Wickham-Crowley

In this comparative survey of guerrilla movements in Latin America, Timothy Wickham
Crowley explores the origins and outcomes of rural insurgencies in nearly a dozen cases
from 1956 onward. Drawing on such materials as guerrillas' memoirs and interviews, he
explains why guerrillas have emerged strongly in certain countries but not in others.
Cloth: $59.50 ISBN 0-691-07885-8

New in paperback

The United States and the
Origins of the Cuban

Revolution
An Empire of Uberty in an Age of National Uberation

Jules R. Benjamin
"An original and incisive study on the nature of hegemony, this book

traces the history of relations between the United States and Cuba from
1898 to 1961, emphasizing the tension between U.S. efforts to 'American
ize' and modemize the island and Cuban resentment of U.S. influence and
interference."-Foreign Affairs
Now in paper. $14.95 ISBN 0-691-02536-3

Princeton University Press
41 WIWAM ST.• PRINCETON, NJ08540. (609) 258-4900

ORDERS: 800-PRS-ISBN (177-4726) • OR FROt1 YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
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PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
The Right and Democracy
in Latin America
Edited by Douglas A. Chalmers,
Mnria do Canno CampellodeSouza,
and Atilio A. Boron
Considers the Latin American "Right' and
the movement with in that region toward
democracy, asking such basic questions
as: What are the essential characteristics
of the "Right" and how can the "Right"
move into democratic processes?

1992.336 pages. 0-275-93822-0. $45.00.

Strategy and Security
in the Caribbean
Edited by luelato L. Griffith
Highlights the securi ty problems of small
states, drawing onrealist theory, conflict
theory, and political economy analyses to
examine the indigenous, regional and ex
tra-regional dynamics shaping the Carib
bean security environment.

1991. 224 pages. 0-275-93830-1. $45.00.

Vigilantism and the State in
Modern Latin America
Essays on Extralegal Violence
Edited by MartJUl K. Huggins
This book is the first rna jor anal ysis of the
vigilantism that accompanies the eco
nomic, political, and social disintegration
occurring in many Latin American coun
tries.

1991.280 pages. 0-275-93476-4. $47.95.

Sino-Latin American Eco
nomic Relations
By He u
Using newly released data from the Chi
nese government along with extensive
interviews in China and Latin America, Li
gives us the first systematic analysis of the
economic and political ideas underlying
the recent surge in Sino-Latin American
relations.

1991. 192 pages. 0-275-93759-3. $45.00

AI28

Latin American Debt
in the 1990s
Lessons from the Past and
Forecasts for the Future
Edited by Scott B.MacDonald, Jane
Hughes, and Uwe Bott
Examines the interrelationship between
the external debt problem and the consoli
dation of democracy in Latin America in
the 19905, considering the roles played by
creditor governments,international finan
cial institutions, debtor countries, com
mercial banks, and multinational corpo
rations.

1991. 168 pages. 0-275-93903-0. $42.95.

Decentralization in
Latin America
An Evaluation
Edited by Arthur Morris and Stella
Lowder
Presents a theoretical framework for ob
servations of such phenomena in La tin
America, relating them to the modem, or
post-modem, tendencies of fragmenta tion
of monolithic structures in many coun
tries and in many fields of human activity.

1992.240 pages. 0-275-94021-7. $49.95.

Latin America in the Era of
the Cuban Revolution
By Thomas C. Wright
'The book is timely and well-written and
especially appropriate for introductory
Latin America studies courses, Latin
American history, and courses dealing
with revolution." - Lawrence Graham

University of Texas at Austin

1991.256 pages. 0-275-93583-3. $49.95.
paperback: 0-275-94099-3. $15.95.

To order call1-BOO-225-5800

~~,\ Praeger Publishers
An imprint of Creenwood Publishing Grou p, Inc.
88 Post Road West, Box S007
Westport, CT 06881 (203) 226-3571
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Golden UFOs:
The Indian Poems
Los ovnis de oro: Poemas indios

Ernesto Cardenal
Translated byCarlos and Monique Altschul
Edited withanIntroduction and Glossary by
Russell O. Salmon

In 1898 Tahirassawichi went to Washington
"only tospeak about religion"

(as he told the American government)
only topreserve the prayers.

And the Capitol didnotimpress him.
-from "Tahirassawichi inWashington"

Here inhis Indian poems, Father Cardenal interweaves myth, legend, history, and
contemporary reality tospeak tomany subjects, including the assaults on the Iroquois
Nation, the political and cultural life inancient Mexico, the Ghost Dance movement, the
disappearance ofthe buffalo, U.S. policy during the Vietnam War, and human rights in
Central America. This bilingual edition isthe only complete collection ofFather
Cardenal's Indian poems ineither Spanish orEnglish. Cardenal has checked and
approved the translations and the glossary ofcultural and historical referents.
cloth$49.95 paper $19.95

Andean Cosmologies
through Time

Persistence and Emergence
Edited by Robert V. H. Dover, Katharine E.

Seibold, and John H. McDowell
Why are Andean indigenous

communities still recognizably Andean,
even after half a millennium offorced

exposure toWestern systems ofthought
and belief? Nine authors explore a model

inwhich aconsistent cosmological
discourse leads, not toan emergent

social order, but toasocial order which
continually emerges as apeculiarly

Andean phenomenon.
Caribbean and Latin American Studies

illustrated, cloth$29.95

. One Hundred Years
after Tomorrow

Brazilian Women's Fiction in
the Twentieth Century

Edited and translated by Darlene J.Sadlier
Women writers have revolutionized

Brazilian literature, and this impressive
collection will provide English readers with

awindow on this revolution. Twenty
previously untranslated selections by some
ofBrazil's most important writers illustrate
the remarkable power ofwomen's voices.

illustrated, cloth$35.00 paper $12.95

Indiana
University Press
Bloomington, IN 47404
Orders 1-800-842-6796
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Amazon Conservation in
the Age of Development
The Limits ofProvidence
Ronald A. Foresta
Foresta's detailed study
of Brazilian Amazonia
places international bio
logical conservation in
the context of late 20th
century ideology, eco
nomics, and political
practice and offers an
informative guide to the
pitfalls of conservation
policy making in the
Third World.
• "Successfully blends
excellent scholarship
with field- based report
ing. I strongly recom
mend this book."
-Kent Redford,
University of Florida
366 pp. Cloth S49.95

Space-Time of
the Bororo of Brazil
Stephen Michael Fabian
"Fabian shows how concepts of time and
space are patterned into vUlage layouts and
repeated in the organization of clans and
moieties in much the same way as charts and
lists are devised by literate societies. In a very
precise and engaging manner, he has con
firmed once again that literacy is not a prereq
uisite for rational or scientific thought."
-Allyn Maclean Stearman,
University of Central Florida
272 pp. Cloth S39.95

Cuban Studies
since the Revolution
Edited by Damian Fernandez
"Its scope is very impressive and the scholar
ship of very high quality. It not only docu
ments the intellectual debates that still high
light unresolved issues, but it also provides
the first holistic assessment of the field."
-Juan del Aguila, Emory University
352 pp. Cloth S39.95

The Pearl Necklace
Toward an Archaeology of
Brazilian Transition Discourse

Roberto Reis
Winner of the 1991
Alfred Hower Prize

"Reis's conclusions are
brilliant. He considers
most of the texts dis
cussed herein to consti
tute an enormous self
portrait of the ruling
classes produced by writ
ers who in their great
majority have come from
those classes and have
refused or been unable
to go beyond them."
-Bobby Chamberlain,
University of Pittsburgh
192 pp. Cloth S22.95

Capitalism in
Colonial Puerto Rico
Central San Vicente in the
Late Nineteenth Century
Teresita Martinez-Vergne
"An extraordinarily important contribution to
the historiography not only of Puerto Rico but
also of the Caribbean ... both in its examina
tion of the impact of capitalism on the island
during the nineteenth century and its enor
mous contribution to the study of the pro
cesses of social change in the critical period
after the abolition of slavery."
-Franklin Knight, Johns Hopkins University
208 pp. Cloth S27.95

University Press of

FLORIDA
Gainesville, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton,
Pensacola, Orlando, Miami, Jacksonville

Through full service bookstores or order
with VISA or M/C toll free:1-800-226-3822.
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Westview
Divine Violence
Spectacle, Psychosexuality,
and Radical Christianity in
the Argentine "Dirty War"
Frank Graziano
"Excavates layerupon layerof psychohis
torical meaningbeneath theghastly rituals
of official tortureand sacrifice in theArgen
tine 'Dirty War' againstmythicforces of
evil. A dazzling virtuosoperformance!"

-Rudolph Binion, Brandeis University

Apr. 1992 • ca. ~ pp. • $49.95 he • $18.95 pb

The Difficult Triangle
Mexico, Central America,
and the United States
H. Rodrigo Jauberth,
Gilberto Castaneda,
Jesus Hernandez,
and Pedro Vuskovic
"Will bea stimulating supplemental text
providingrecent LatinAmericananalysis
and viewpointson current topics, as wellas
vital historical background."

- Lars Schoultz,
University of North Carolina

Feb. 1992 • ca. 192 pp. • $45.00 he • $15.95 pb

The Making of
New Social Movements
in Latin America
Identity, Strategy, and Democracy
edited by Arturo Escobar
and Sonia E. Alvarez
Aug. 1992 • ca. 350 pp.• $59.95 he • $18.95 pb

Cuba in Transition
Crisis and Transformation
edited by Sandor Halebsky
and John M. Kirk
with Carollee Bengelsdorf,
Richard Harris, Jean Stubbs,
and Andrew Zimbalist
Apr. 1992 • ca. 230 pp. • $54.95 he • $18.95 pb

Life in Latin AInerica
Spirit and Ethos in Catholic Society
Glen Caudill Dealy
This provocative account of thought, at
titude, and behavior in Latin America
contrasts attitudes toward life in the
Catholic nations of Latin America to
those of Protestant North America.

Jul.1992 • ca. 300 pp. • S36.50 he • $14.95 pb

New in Paperback
WOOlen'S Writing
in Latin AInerica
An Anthology
edited by Sara Castro-Klaren,
Sylvia Molloy, and
Beatriz Sarlo
"Promises to bea landmark volume. The
English-reading worldwill now know how
rich, lyrical, extensive, intelligent, and ex
plosive the literature of LatinAmerican
womenis." -Catharine R. Stimpson,

Rutgers University

Oct. 1991 • 362 pp•• $49.95 he. $17.95 pb

Making Peace
The United States and
Conflict Resolution
edited by Allan E. Goodman
and Sandra Clemens Bogart
Nov. 1991 • 133 pp. • 539.95 he • $10.95 pb

Drug Policy in
the Americas
edited by Peter H. Smith
0<1.1992. ca. 350 pp. • $49.95he. $16.95 pb

Marxism, Socialism,
and Democracy
in Latin America
Richard L. Harris
Mar. 1992 • ca. 228 pp. • $4295 he • $16.95 pb

====Westview Press====
5500 Central Avenue. Boulder, CO 80301-2847

Phone (303) 444-3541 • Fax (303) 449-3356
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The Imaginary Networks of
Political Power
ROGER BARTRA

ILLUSTRATED BY ADELA TRUETA

TRANSLATED BY CLAIRE JOYSMITH

""A fascinating book ... Bartra 's argument is
concise and elegant in form, one that rearticu
lates ideas in a persuasive inquiry. His point of
view is, certainly ~ that of an intellectual from
the Third World-refreshing and appealing. ~ ~

-Julio Ortega. Brown University
225 pp. 22 b & w illus.
Paper, $15.00; Cloth~ $37.00

.. J ' ~ ••

The Cage of Melancholy
Identity and Metamorphosis in
the Mexican Character
ROGER BARTRA

TRANSLATED BY CHRISTOPHER J. HALL

"'A wonderful and timely book.... Bartra
brilliantly dissects the idea of "being Mexican ~

upheld and imposed by the dominant forces in
Mexico.' '-Carlos Fuentes

200 pp. 11 b & w illus. Cloth, $38.00

I NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Life of the
Admiral
Christopher
Columbus
by his son
Ferdinand
TRANSLATED AND

ANNOTATED BY

BENJAMIN KEEN

WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION

This newly revised edition
(originally published in
1959) of the famous
biography of Columbus by
his son Ferdinand features
a new introduction by
Benjamin Keen. Keen
explores the historiogra
phy of Columbus from
1571 to todays
quincentenary celebra
tions.
340 pp. Paper, $14.95

~~
RUTGERS
UNIVERSITY
PRESS
109 Church Street
New Brunswick, NJ

08901
At your local bookstore or
(800) 446-9323 (Visa or M/C)
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Iberia before the Iberians
The Stone Age Prehistory

of Cantabrian Spain
Lawrence Guy Straus

The first book since 1924 (in any language) to present a
complete synthesis of Cantabrian pre-history-one of the
richest and most significant in the world.
Cloth: 0-8263-1336-1 $40.00

Foreword by Nathaniel Tarn

A landmark in the ethnographic
study of the Maya, this study of
ritual and cosmology among the
contemporary Quiche Indians of
highland Guatemala.

"A well-written, highly
readable, and deeply convincing
contribution ..."-Michael Coe

Paper: 0-8263-1358-2 $14.95

At bookstores, or call (505) 277-4810
FAX 1-800-622-8667

_ UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
• ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87131-1591
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Rethinking the Center
PARTY POLmCS IN NINETEENTH- AND
lWEI\TTIE1B-CEJ\.JTURY CHILE

Timothy R. Scully
Emphasizes the role played by the
political center at three critical
junctures: 19th-century
anticlericalism, urban-sector class
conflict in the 1920's and 1930's, and
rural-sector class conflict in the late
1950's. 304 pp. $42.50

Nahuas and Spaniards
POSTCONQUESf CENfRAL MEXICAN
HISfORY AND PHILOLOGY

James Lockhart
Essays by the leading authority on
the postconquest Nahua Indians and
Nahua-Spanish interaction brings
together pieces that reflect various
facets of his research in terests,
notably the pioneering use of Nahuatl
manuscripts. 320 pp. Paper, $18.95;
cloth, $42.50

Disappearance
of the Dowry
WOMEN, FAMIUES, AND
5CX:IALCHANGE IN SAO PAULO, BRAZIL,
1600-1900
Muriel Nazzari
Shows how the dowry's composition
changed from a means of production
to one of consumption and how its
use declined and disappeared in the
course of widespread social change.
272 pp. $35.00

The INazi Menace'
in Argentina, 1931-1947
Ronald C. Newton
This investigation into the myth and
reality of Nazi Germany's influence
and activities in Argentina concludes
that the U.S. response was dispropor
tionate to the actual German
challenge. 540 pp. $49.50

Economic Change and
Rural Resistance in
Southern Bolivia, 1880-1930
ErickD. Langer
"Langer's excellen t survey of the four
provinces of Chuquisaca provides
historians with a wealth of detail for
comparative study, and a strongly
argued critique of orthodox explana
tions of peasant rebellion."-Economic
History Review. 288 pp. $42.50

U.S.-Mexico Relations
LABOR MARKET INTERDEPENDENCE

Edited by Jorge A. Bustamante, Clark W.
Reynoldsand Raul A. Hinojosa Ojeda
Mexican and U.S. scholars describe
the structure of labor markets in the
United States and Mexico, the
framework of U.S. immigration
policy, and the probable future
evolution of both. 368 pp. $42.50

Harmony Ideology
JUSTICE AND CONfROL IN A
ZAPOTEC MOUNTAIN VILLAGE

LauraNader
The author's central thesis is that
harmony ideology in Talea today is
both a product of nearly 500 years of
colonial encounter and a strategy for
resisting the state's political and
cultural hegemony. 366 pp. Paper,
$14.95; cloth, $42.50

Stanford University Press
STANFORD, CA 94305-2235
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"A valuable source of data for those
seeking to understand the recent
redemocratization of Chilean
politics."-Choice· 1991 hc/$26.50

Conflict and
Competition
The Latin American Church
in a Changing Environment
edited by EDWARD L. CLEARY
and HANNAH STEWART
GAMBINO
1992 hc/$32 pb/$16. 95

Democracy vs.
National Security
Civil-Military Relations
in Latin America
PAUL W. ZAGORSKI
1991 hc/$35.00 pb/$16.95

Japan and
Latin America in the
New Global Order
edited by SUSAN KAUFMAN
PURCELL and ROBERT M.
IMMERMAN
Explores the potential for conflict and
cooperation in the emerging Japan
Latin America-US relationship.
1992 pb/$9.95

The Foreign Policy
of Peru
RONALD BRUCE ST JOHN
1992 hc/$38.50
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t.·~ The Socio-economic~ ~
~ Impact in Latin America

Women in Decision-Making:
Case study on Costa Rica

Nations have expressed their concern, there have been conventions, declara
tions and even commissions set up, but information still suggest that women
have virtually been excluded from the formulation of and influence on the
foreign policy of their own countries. In an effort to ascertain the participa
tion of women in decision-making on peace and disarmament, the Division
on the Status of Women, of the Centre for Social Development and Hwnani
tarian Affairs, conducted research in Costa Rica; this is their fmdings.
E.91.IV.5 92-1-130146-7 $12.50 59pp

Textile Workers In Brazil and Argentina
A Study of the Interrelationships between

Work and Households
The policy implications arising from the studies presented in this book ask
policy makers to take a second look at how new technologies affect the
quality of work and life and to reconsider the way labour statistics are
gathered, classified and utilized. This report investigates how structural
changes in industrialization in developing countries influence changes in
relationships within households. Using life-histories for a 20 year period,
enabled the recording of micro-changes in the level and management of
household income, distribution of chores and attitudes towards fertility and
sexuality.
E.91.ill.A.1 92-808-0753-6 $35.00 305pp

Soclo-economlc Development
and Fertility Decline

This is an investigative report of the socio-economic impact on fertility
decline. Following meticulous research in Colombia, Costa Rica, Sri Lanka
and Tunisia, a comparative analysis is presented, focusing on the cost of
contraceptive regulation, number of children desired and components of
surviving potential family size. The three stages of the Easterlin-Cwnmins
framework used is discussed in detail.
E.91.XllI.14 92-1-151235-2 $35.00 115pp
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Rosa Marfa Barrientos Granda
La maestra universitaria: doble jornada laboral

Carolina Martinez S., Alejandro Cordova C. y Gustavo Leal F.
Un acercamiento a laproblematica desalud enMexico a fines delos ochenta

Raul Avila
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Ludger Pries
El cambio industrial en la Republica Federal de Alemania como una
"sociedad de riesgo"

Martin A/brow
Las sociedades como hechos construidos: elenfoque deWeber dela realidad
social
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A.C., Departamento de Publicaciones, Camino al Ajusco 20, Col. Pedregal
de Santa Teresa, 10740 Mexico, D.F.
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Estado Pais

Estudios Sociologicos es una publicacion cuatrimestra1 de E1 Colegio de
Mexico. Suscripcion anual: en Mexico, 54 000 pesos. En Estados Unidos y
Canada, individuos, 38 dolares; instituciones, 55 dolares, En Centro y
Sudamerica, individuos, 30 dolares; instituciones, 36 dolares, En otros
paises, individuos, 46 d61ares; instituciones, 64 d61ares.
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